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Abelian group extensions and the axiom of constructibiUty

by Paul C. Eklof and Martin Huber*

Introduction

Throughout this paper the word "group" will mean "abelian group". The
résulte of Shelah's remarkable work on Whitehead's problem ([Shx], [Sh2])

suggested the investigation of the structure of Ext (A, Z) for torsion-free A under
the hypothesis of the Axiom of Constructibility, V L. Applying Shelah's

methods, H. Hiller, Shelah and the second-named author obtained a surprisingly
simple description of the torsion-free part of Ext (A, Z) in terms of A[H-H-S].

In this paper we study, in the same spirit, the group Ext (A, G) in the case

where A is torsion-free and G is any group satisfying suitable cardinality
conditions. We are interested in characterizing pairs (A, G) such that
Ext (A, G) 0 as well as in determining the structure of Ext (A, G). Herein we
restrict our attention to its torsion-free part. Since in our case Ext (A, G) is always
divisible, the structure of its torsion-free part is completely determined by its
torsion-free rank. (Following [FJ we dénote the torsion-free rank of a group B by
ro(B)-)

Our first task is to settle the case where A is countable. For this, of course, we
do not need any additional axiom of set theory. We assume G to be a group of
countable torsion-free rank, thus unifying the known cases G Z[/, §2] and
G T, a torsion group ([BJ, [B2]). In Section 1 we consider the crucial case

where A is of rank 1. For such A we give a group-theoretical characterization of
pairs (A, G) such that Ext (A, G) 0 and show that Ext (A, G) 5*0 implies
ro(Ext (A, G))5*2K° (Theorem 1.2). In Section 2 we study Ext (A, G) in case A is

any coutable torsion-free group. Applying Theorem 1.2 we obtain various conditions

that are necessary and (or) sufficient for the vanishing of Ext (A, G)
(Theorems 2.1 and 2.6, Corollaries 2.4 and 2.7). In particular we hâve the
following analogue of Pontryagin's criterion: If Ext (B, G) 0 for every subgroup
B of A of finite rank, then Ext (A, G) 0 (Corollary 2.7). Using Theorem 1.2 we
conclude that also in this case, Ext (A, G)^0 implies ro(Ext (A, G)) ^ 2*°

(Theorem 2.8).

* Research of the first author partially supportée by NSF grant MCS76-12014.
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Abelian group extensions 441

Section 3 is devoted to the vanishing of Ext (A, G) for uncountable A. From
now on we hâve to assume V L in order to be able to apply Shelah's methods.
The main theorem of this section (Theorem 3.2) generalizes earlier résulte of the
first-named author (see [E3]). In particular it contains the following singular
compactness theorem for Ext : V L). Let A be a group of singular cardinality k
and let G be a group of cardinality < k. If Ext (B, G) 0 for every subgroup B of
A of cardinality < k, then Ext (A, G) 0. The proof of this is based on a new
version [Sh3] of the principal resuit of [Sh2]. Among other conséquences of
Theorem 3.2 we deduce a vanishing resuit for Ext (A, G) (Theorem 3.7) which
corresponds to a theorem of Hill [Hi].

The final section deals with the structure of Ext (A, G) for uncountable A. We
show that the main resuit of [H-H-S] generalizes to our situation; we proceed
along the Unes of that proof. Theorem 4.5 may be viewed as the principal resuit of
Section 4: (V L). Let A be torsion-free and G of countable torsion-free rank
such that Ext (A, G) 5*0. Suppose that B is a pure subgroup of A and that
Ext (A/B, G) 0. If B is of minimal cardinality, then ro(Ext(A, G))^2|B|. (As
usual \B\ dénotes the cardinality of B.) The case where A is of singular cardinality
relies on a variant of Theorem 3.2 which is of interest in its own right (Theorem
4.3). Finally we deduce some corollaries concerning the torsion-free rank of
Ext (A, G) which extend résulte of [H-H-S] and [Hu].

1. The rank one case

In this section we investigate the group Ext (A, G) in case A is torsion-free of
rank 1 and G any group of (at most) countable torsion-free rank.

We first recall some définitions and known facts and state certain exact

séquences which will be important tools in the proof of Theorem 1.2. Given a

prime p, we dénote the p-primary part of a group G by tpG and the torsion
subgroup of G by tG. The p-primary part of Q/Z is denoted by Z(p°°) and ite full
preimage in Q by Q(p). A group G is called p-divisible if pG G; G is divisible if
it is p-divisible for every prime p. A group which does not contain any nontrivial
divisible subgroup is called reduced. It is well known that every group is the direct
sum of its maximal divisible subgroup and a reduced group.

Let A be a torsion-free group of rank 1. For a nonzero élément x e A and any
prime p let hp(x) be the largest integer fc such that pk divides x if it existe, or
hp(x) oo otherwise; hp(x) is called the p-height of x. Suppose that for every p we
are given fcp which is either a nonnegative integer or oo. Then there existe a

nonzero y g A such that for every p, hp(y) kv if and only if the following two
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conditions hold:

fcp s* hp (x) only for finitely many p 's ; (1.1a)

kp hp(x) whenever kp=oo or hp(x) oo (1.1b)

(see e.g. (F2, §85]). By définition of the p-heights we can associate with every
nonzero x g A a short exact séquence

0-»Z-^-A-*©Z(pk")->0, (1.2)
p

where ii is given by jm(l) x and fcp hp(x) for every p. Hère fcp 0 means that
the p-primary part does not occur. For any group G this séquence induces a long
exact séquence

0 -* II Hom (Z(pk>), G) -* Hom (A, G)-*G-+
p

(1.3)

-» II Ext (Z(pk>), G) -> Ext (A, G) ->• 0.
P

In particular we shall make use of the séquence

0 -^ Hom (Z(p°°), G) -^ Hom (Q(p), G)-+G-+
(1.4)

^ Ext (Z(p~), G) -> Ext (Q(p), G) ^ 0

which is induced by 0 -> Z -* Q(p) ->Z(p°°) -^ 0.

The following facts will be applied several times; therefore we state them as a

lemma.

LEMMA 1.1. (a) For any group G, Ext (Z(pn), G) s GlpnG. (b)
Ext (Z(p°°), G) 0 if and only if G is p-divisible.

Proof. Statement (a) is well-known (see e.g. [FÎ'](D)9 p. 222) while (b) follows
from Corollary 4.3 and Theorem 4.5 of [Nj.

Finally we assign to every group G two sets of primes

| and

k foraU fc}.
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We are now ready to state the resuit of this section.

THEOREM 1.2. Let A be a torsion-free group of rank 1 and let G be any
group of countable torsion-free rank. Then

(a) Ext (A, G) 0 if and only if for any nonzero x e A the following conditions
hold:
(ï){peD1(G)\hp(x)^O}isfinUe;
(2) for allPGD2(G), hpM<œ-

(b) If Ext (A, G) 5*0, then the torsion-free rank of Ext (A, G) is 5*2*°.

Remarks
1) Combining (a) with (1.1a, b) we obtain that Ext (A, G) 0 if and only if

there is a nonzero xeA such that (1) and (2') are satisfied, where (2')
means that hp(x) 0 for ail peD2(G).

2) Let G be a group satisfying conditions (1) and (2) for any nonzero x e Q. It
is not hard to see that such a G is the direct sum of a divisible group and a

bounded torsion group. On the other hand, there are cotorsion groups G,
i.e. groups satisfying Ext (Q, G) 0, (of uncountable torsion-free rank)
that are not of this form (cf. [FJ, §55). We conclude that the countability
hypothesis on G in statement (a) cannot be dropped.

3) In (b) the hypothesis on G cannot be omitted either. By [M-V, p. 119]
there are groups A and G, A torsion-free of rank 1 and G torsion-free of
rank 2X such that Ext (A, G) ©Q.

Ko

Proof of Theorem 1.2. We observe that it suffices to prove the following two
statements:

(a') If there is a nonzero xeA such that (1) and (2) are satisfied, then
Ext (A, G) 0.

(b') If there is a nonzero xeA such thât (1) or (2) does not hold, then
r0(Ext(A,G))^2Ko.

Proof of (ar): We consider the associated exact séquence (1.3). Since

Ext (A, G) is divisible, the assertion follows if we can show that
flp Ext(Z(pkp), G) is divisible, the assertion follows if we can show that
Ilp Ext (Z(pk"), G) is a bounded torsion group. By conditin (1) and Lemma 1.1

Ext (Z(p\ G) nonzero only for a finite set of primes, say I. Thus it remains to
show that for ail pel, Ext (Z(pk»), G) is a bounded torsion group. If fcp <<» this is

obvious. In case fcp=<» condition (2) implies that pk+1G pkG for some fc.

Therefore by Lemma 1.1 (b) the first term of the exact séquence

Ext (Z(p°°), pkG) -* Ext (Z(p~), G) -* Ext (Z(p°°), G/pkG) -> 0
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is trivial. Consequently, Ext (Z(p°°), G) is a bounded torsion group. This
complètes the proof of (a').

Proof of (br): Suppose first that (1) does not hold. Again we consider the
associated exact séquence (1.3). By hypothesis and Lemma 1.1 the product
flp Ext (Z(pk«>), G) has infinitely many nontrivial factors. Therefore it has a

quotient isomorphic to IlpejZ(p) for some infinité set of primes J. It follows that
ro(Tlp Ext (Z(pk"), G))^2H°. As ro(G) is countable, we see from (1.3) that
ro(Ext(A, G))^2Ko as well.

Now suppose that x does not satisfy (2). So there is a prime p such that A
contains a copy of Q(p) and the chain

is properly descending. Since Ext (Q(p), G) is then an epimorphic image of
Ext (A, G), it suffices to show that ro(Ext (Q(p), G)) ^ 2K°. For this purpose we
distinguish two cases. First assume that G/tG is not p-divisible. Then its p-adic
completion (G/tG)* is torsion-free of cardinality 2X<>. But by [Na, p. 233], (G/tG)*
is an epimorphic image of Ext (Z(p°°), G/tG); hence ro(Ext (Z(p°°), G/tG)) ^2*°.
Using the séquence (1.4) for G/tG, we conclude that ro(Ext(Q(p), G/tG))^2\
and hence ro(Ext (Q(p), G))^2\

In the second case assume that G/tG is p-divisible. Then the reduced part of
tvG must be unbounded. Therefore, by the main resuit of [Sz], there is an
epimorphism

tG—»© Z(pk)

We daim that ro(Ext (Q(p), H)) 2N«. By Lemma 1 of [R] we hâve
|Ext (Z(p°°), H)\ 2*«. Thus, using exactness of (1.4) for G H, we conclude that
JExt (Q(p), H)\ 2Ko But Ext (Q(p), H) is torsion-free, hence the claim is proved.
Now Ext (Q(p), H) is an epimorphic image of Ext (Q(p), tG), and the latter fits into
an exact séquence

Hom (Q(p), G/tG) -+ Ext (Q(p), tG) -> Ext (Q(p), G).

As Hom (Q(p), G/tG) is countable, it follows that ro(Ext (Q(p), G))^2K« also in this
case. This complètes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
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2. The countable case

Throughout this section G dénotes a given group of countable torsion-free
rank. We now study the group Ext (A, G) in case A is any countable torsion-free

group. We start with

THEOREM 2.1. For any countable torsion-free group A the following
statements are équivalent:

(a) Ext (A, G) 0;
(b) A is the union of an ascending chain of pure subgroups {An \ n < o>} such

that Ao 0 and for ail n, ro(An+1/An) ^ 1 and Ext (An+1/AM, G) 0.

For the proof of this theorem we need the following auxiliary resuit.

LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that G is reduced. If A is torsion-free offinite rank such
that Ext (A, G) 0, then the torsion-free rank of Hom(A, G) is countable.

Proof. We proceed by induction on the rank of A. Suppose first that A is of
rank 1 and let xeA, x^O. Then we consider the associated exact séquences (1.2)
and (1.3). Since G is reduced, we hâve Hom (Z(pk-), G) 0 if fcp °° or if pG G.

It remains to consider those primes for which pG^ G and fcp <o°. But we know
from Theorem 1.2(a) that fcp 5*0 only for a finite number of them. Therefore
[lp Hom (Z(pk<0, G) is a bounded torsion group, and hence exactness of (1.3)
implies that r0(Hom A, G)) is countable.

Now assume that the lemma holds for ail torsion-free groups of rank ^ n. Let
A be torsion-free of rank n +1 such that Ext (A, G) 0, and let B be a pure
subgroup of A of rank n. Then there is an exact séquence

0 -> Hom (A/B, G) -+ Hom (A, G) -^ Hom (B, G) -* Ext (A/B, G) -+ 0.

As by induction hypothesis r0(Hom (B, G)) is countable, we conclude that
ro(Ext (A/B, G)) is countable too. But then we hâve Ext (A/B, G) 0 by Theorem
1.2(b). Therefore by the first part, r0(Hom (A/B, G)) is countable; hence

r (Hom (A, G)) is countable as well.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. The implication (b)^(a) is a spécial case of [E2,
Theorem 1.2]. Conversely, suppose that A is a countable torsion-free group such

that Ext (A, G) 0. Let A be represented as the union of an ascending chain of
pure subgroups {An | n < <o} such that Ao 0 and r^An+JAn) ^ 1. Clearly such a
chain of subgroups exists. Then we hâve Ext (An, G) 0 for ail n, and therefore
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there are exact séquences

Hom (An, G) -> Ext (An+1/An, G) -> 0.

Note that we may assume G to be reduced. Thus r0(Hom (An, G)) is countable by
Lemma 2.2 and hence ro(Ext(An+1/An, G)) is countable too. But then by
Theorem 1.2(b) Ext(An+1/An, G) 0 for ail n. This complètes our proof.

Theorems 1.2 and 2.1 provide a number of interesting conséquences. The first
generalizes Stein's theorem (see e.g. [El5 Theorem 4.1]).

COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose that G is countable torsion-free and for ail primes

p, G is not p-divisible. If A is any group of countable torsion-free rank, then

Ext (A, G) 0 implies A free.

Proof. First it follows from [N1? Theorem 4.5] that for any A, Ext (A, G) 0

implies A torsion-free. Therefore, if A is of countable rank, we may apply
Theorem 2.1. Hence A is the union of an ascending chain {An | n <<o} of pure
subgroups such that Ao 0 and for ail n, ro(An+1/An)^l and Ext(An+1/An, G)
0. Now by the hypothesis on G we hâve D1(G) D2(G) P (the set of ail
primes). Thus, by remark 1) from Theorem 1.2, there is for every n a nonzero
x eAn+1/An(except that An+1 An) such that hp(x) 0 for ail p. But this means
that for ail n, An+JAn is free; hence by [El5 Theorem 2.6] A is free.

COROLLARY 2.4. Let G' be a pure subgroup of G. If A is any countable
torsion-free group, then Ext (A, G) 0 if and only if Ext (A, G') 0 and
Ext (A, G/G') 0.

Proof. The "if" part holds trivially. Conversely, suppose that Ext (A, G) 0.
Then clearly Ext (A, G/G') 0, and by Theorem 2.1, A is the union of an
ascending chain of pure subgroups {An | n<co} such that Ao 0 and for ail n,
ro(An+1/An)^l and Ext(An+1/An, G) 0. Now A (G') is contained in A (G) for
i l, 2, since G' is pure in G. Therefore by Theorem 1.2(a) we hâve
Ext (An+1/An, G') 0 for ail n, and hence Ext (A, G') 0 by Theorem 2.1.

COROLLARY 2.5. There is a countable quotient H of G such that for any
countable torsion-free group A, Ext (A, G) 0 if and only if Ext (A, H) 0.

Proof. By the main resuit of [Sz] and the proof of [E3, Theorem 2.2] there is a
countable torsion group T and an epimorphism e :tG—^T such that for any
countable torsion-free A, Ext (A, tG) 0 if and only if Ext (A, T) 0. We dénote
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the induced homomorphism Ext (G/tG, tG) -» Ext (G/fG, T) by e* and let H be a

représentative of the class e*[G]. Thus there is a commutative diagram

0-^ T -+H-^>G/tG->0

with exact rows. We claim that H has the required properties. First it is clear that

H is countable. Furthermore we see from the diagram that r\ is an epimorphism.
Hence for any group A, Ext (A, G) 0 implies Ext (A, H) 0. Conversely,
suppose that A is countable torsion-free such that Ext (A, H) 0. Then we hâve

Ext (A, G/tG) 0 and Ext (A, T) 0 by Corollary 2.4. Thus Ext (A, tG) 0 as

well and hence Ext (A, G) 0. This complètes our proof.

THEOREM 2.6. If A is a countable torsion-free group such that Ext (A, G)
0, then Ext (A/JB, G) 0 for every pure subgroup B of A of finite rank.

Proof. Let B be any pure subgroup of A of finite rank. We can choose an
ascending chain of pure subgroups {Bn \ n < <o} of A of finite rank with union A
such that B0 B and for ail n, ro(Bn+1/Bn)^ 1. Then the same argument as in the

proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that Ext (JBn+1/Bn, G) 0 for ail n. Now let An
BJB, so we hâve A/B Un<A where Ao 0 and for ail n, An is a pure
subgroup of A/B of finite rank and An+l/An=Bn+1/Bn. Therefore we hâve

Ext (A/B, G)=0 by Theorem 2.1.

Remark. Combining Theorems 1.2, 2.1 and 2.6 we obtain another proof of
Baer's criterion which characterizes pairs of groups (A, T), A countable torsion-
free and T a torsion group, such that every extension of T by A splits [BJ.

The following resuit is an analogue of Pontryagin's criterion (see e.g. [Fx],
Theorem 19.1).

COROLLARY 2.7. If A is a countable torsion-free group such that
Ext (B, G) 0 for every subgroup B of A of finite rank, then Ext (A, G) 0.

Proof. Let A be represented as the union of an ascending chain of pure
subgroups {An | n<co} such that Ao 0 and for ail n, ro(An+1/An)^l. Then for
ail n, Ext (An, G) 0 by hypothesis. Using Theorem 2.6, we conclude that for ail

n, Ext (An+t/An, G) 0. Hence we hâve Ext (A, G) 0 by Theorem 2.1.
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The next result contains Proposition 5 of [Hu] and, in particular, the well-
known fact that for every countable torsion-free nonfree group A, ro(Ext (A, Z))
is 2K° (see e.g. [J], Théorème 2.7).

THEOREM 2.8. Let A be a countable torsion-free group such that
Ext (A, G) 5* 0. Then the torsion-free rank of Ext (A, G) is ^2K°.

Proof Clearly we may assume that G is reduced. If Ext (A, G) 7*0, then by
Corollary 2.7 there exists a subgroup B of A of finite rank such that
Ext (B, G) # 0. Suppose that B is of minimal rank, and let B' be a pure subgroup
of B such that ro(B/B') 1. Then we consider the exact séquence

Hom (B', G) -* Ext (B/B\ G) -» Ext (B, G) -> Ext (B', G).

The minimality of ro(B) implies that Ext(B', G) 0. Thus the exact séquence
yields that Ext (B/B\ G) 5*0, and hence by Theorem 1.2(b), ro(Ext(B/B', G))^
2*°. On the other hand, by Lemma 2.2, r0(Hom (B', G)) is countable. It follows
that ro(Ext(B,G))^2K«, hence ro(Ext (A, G)) ^ 2K«.

Remark. For A a countable torsion-free group and T an arbitrary torsion
group, Baer [B2] has shown that Ext (A, T) is torsion-free. If in addition T is

countable, we conclude that

Ext (A, T)=I1 Q W. [B2], pp. 229-230).

It is well-known that this group admits a compact topology. Furthermore we know
from [J, Corollaire 2.8] that the same holds for groups of the form Ext (A, Z), A
being countable torsion-free. Thèse facts led us to ask the following

Question. Does Ext (A, G) admit a compact topology whenever A is countable

torsion-free and G countable of finite torsion-free rank?

3. The uncountable case: vanishing of Ext (A, G)

In order to extend the results of the previous sections to groups of uncountable

cardinality, we shall need to assume the Axiom of Constructibility, V L.
Before stating the main resuit of this section, let us recall a définition from [EJ.
For any set U and infinité cardinal À, let Kk+(U) dénote the filter on 0*(U), the
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power set of 17, generated by ail Xe 0>(0>(LO) satisfying

(i) X is closed under unions of chains; and

(ii) for ail Sç 17, there exists HeX such that SgHand |H|^|S| + A.

(Such an X will be called a generating élément of Kk+(U).) We shall say that a

property P of subsets of U holds for almost ail subsets (w.r.t. Kk+(U)) if {S s U | S

satisfies P} belongs to Kk+(U).

LEMMA 3.1. (1) If A^/x, then Kx+(U)ç 1

(2) Kk+(U) is \+-complète, Le. if Xv, ?<A are éléments of Kk+(U), then

n{Xy | v < A} belongs to Kk+(U).
(3) If Vc 1/ and XeKX+(V), tfum {Hg 171 Hfl VeX} belongs to Kk+(U).
(4) If A is a group, B a subgroup of A and XeKk+(A/B), then

{ffçA |(H+B)/£eX} betongs ro KX+(A).
(5) If A is a group, then almost ail subsets of A (w.r.t. K^A)) are pure

subgroups of A.
(6) If B is a pure subgroup of A, then for almost ail subsets H of A (w.r.t.

Kmi(A)), B+H is a pure subgroup of A.

Proof. (l)-(4) are easy conséquences of the définition. Part (5) follows from
the facts that (i) the union of a chain of pure subgroups is a pure subgroup, and

(ii) every infinité subset of A is contained in a pure subgroup of A of the same

cardinality (cf. [FJ, Proposition 26.2). By (5) applied to the group A/B we obtain
an élément X of K^A/B) consisting of pure subgroups of A/B. Then by part (4),

Y {Hç A | (H+B)/BeX] belongs to K^A); it is readily verified that for ail
He Y, B 4-H is a pure subgroup of A. This proves (6).

For any infinité cardinal k, let cf (k) dénote the confinality of k. By définition,
k is singular if cf (k) < k and otherwise k is regular. Recall that a group is said to
be K-generated if it has a set of generators of cardinality <k.

THEOREM 3.2. (V L). Let A be a group of uncountable cardinality k and
let G be a group of cardinality A < k. Then

(1) If k is singular and Ext (B, G) 0 for every K-generated subgroup B of A,
then Ext (A, G) 0.

(2) Ext (A, G) 0 if and only if A is the union of a continuous ascending chain
{Av | v <cf (k)} of K-generated pure subgroups of A such that Ext (Ao, G)
0 and for ail v<ct (k), Ext(Av+1/Ay, G) 0.

(3) If Ext (A, G) 0, then for almost ail subgroups H of A (w.r.t. KX+(A)),
Ext (A/H, G) 0.

The above resuit is proved in [E3] for the case of a torsion-free group A and

G a torsion group, but the same proof works for arbitrary A and G any countable
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group. That proof was based on [Sh2]; hère we shall give a proof based on a new
simplified version [Sh3] of the principal resuit of [ShJ. For the convenience of the
reader we shall state a version (for abelian groups) of the main theorem of [Sh3].

THEOREM 3.3 (Shelah). Let Kbea singular cardinal and let {k, | i <cf (k)} be

an increasing and continuous séquence of cardinals satisfying: ko=0, cî(k)^k1
and sup {k% | i <cf (k)} k. Let A be a group of cardinality k; let St the set of ail
subgroups of A of cardinality Kt and let S[ {0} U S,. Suppose 9* is a class of pairs
(C2, Cx) of subgroups of A such that Cx ç C2. Suppose 9 satisfies the following two
properties:

(HI) For every i<cf (k), there is a function g, :S[xSt —» St such that whenever

A1^A2 are in S[ and Ax e{0}U(range g,), then A2^gl(A1,A2) and

(gl(AuA2),A1)e9;
(HII) For every i<cï (k) and every Ax 5 A2 in S[+l9 if (A2, AJ e & then player

II has a winning strategy in the following game: in the nth move (n<cj),
player I chooses BneS[ such that Cn_1çBn(where C_i=0) and then

player II chooses Cn e S[ such that Bn ç Cn. Player II wins if

(A2+ U C^A^ U Cn)e9.

Then A is the union of a continuous ascending chain {Av | v<w cf (k)} of
K-generated subgroups of A such that Ao 0 and (Av+1,Av)eSF for ail v<
<ocf (k).

Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let A and G be as in he hypothèses of 3.2. We shall

prove (1), (2) and (3) simultaneously by induction on k. Part (3) is proved as in the

proof of Theorem 3.4 of [E3]. (In place of Lemma 3.5(3) we require the
straightforward generalization in which KWi is replaced by Kx+). The sufficiency of
the condition in part (2) is just Theorem 1.2 of [EJ, and when k is regular,
necessity is Theorem 1.5 of Wa]. (Note that we can assume the chain {Av | v < k}
consists of pure subgroups by Lemma 3.1(5).) Thus it remains only to prove (1)
and necessity in (2) when k is singular.

Let 3F be the class of pairs (C2, CJ of subgroups of A such that Ct is a pure
subgroup of C2 and Ext (CJCly G) 0. Choose an increasing séquence
{k, |i<cf (k)}, whose limit is k such that ko 0 and for ail i^O, k1+1^
max{cf(K),A}. We shall show that 9 satisfies (HI) and (HII) of Theorem 3.3.
First we prove a lemma.

LEMMA 3.4. (V L). Let Kbea limit cardinal, let A be a group of cardinality*
k and let G be a group of cardinality À < k. Suppose that Ext (B, G) 0 for every
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K-generated subgroup B of A. Let C be a subgroup of A of infinité cardinality ll9
where A =^ /ul+ < k. Then there is a pure subgroup C* of A of cardinality il such that
C* contains C and

(*) Ext (C/C*, G) 0 for ail subgroups C of A of cardinality ll that contain C*.

Proof. If no such group C* exists, then we can construct by induction a

continuous ascending chain {Cv \ v < jul+} of subgroups of A of cardinality il such

that C0 C and for ail v, l^v<^+, Cv is pure in A and Ext (Cv+1/Cv, G)^0.
Let C Uv<,+ Cv. Then \C\ ^<k, but Ext (C, G) # 0 by Lemma 1.4 of [Ej,
which contradicts the hypothesis. This complètes the proof of the lemma.

Now we can verify (HI) by defining & so that for ail (Ax, A2)eS'lxSl,
A2^gl(Al,A2) and C* gl(A1,A2) satisfies (*) of Lemma 3.4. (Note that if
Ai=0, then (gl(A1,A2),O)e&; by the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2(1).)

It remains to verify (HII). Given Ax ^ A2 in S[+1(i ^ 1) such that (A2, At) e $F,

there exists by Lemma 3.1(6) a generating élément X of KX+(A2) such that for ail

HeX, Ax +H is a pure subgroup of A2. Moreover since by inductive hypothesis

A2/Ax satisfies Theorem 3.2(3) we may assume - using Lemma 3.1(4) - that every
élément H of X satisfies Ext (A2/(Al + H), G) 0. Hence for ail HeX,
(A2,A1 + H)e&. Now the winning strategy of player II is as follows. Suppose

Cn-1eS[ has been chosen so that Cn_1nA2eX. If player I chooses BneS[ with

Cn_!çBn, then player II chooses Cn g S[ such that Bn ç Cn and CnHA2eX; this

is possible because Kt ^ À. Now

(A2+ U Cn)l{A^ U Cn) A2/(A1+ U (CnDA2)\

and (A2, At + U n<(a (Cn H A2)) e &* since X is closed under unions of chains. It
follows easily that (A2+ Un<« Q, Ax + Un«o Q)e®.

Therefore by Theorem 3.3 we hâve a continuous ascending chain {Av | v<
(o cf (k)} of K-generated subgroups with union A such that (A,,+1, Av) 6 SF for ail
v <(o cf (k). Note that the continuity of the chain implies that for ail v, Av is pure
in A. By choosing a continuous subchain of length cf (k) we obtain the chain
required for Theorem 3.2(2). This complètes the proof of Theorem 3.2.

COROLLARY 3.5 (V L). Let G be a group of countable torsion-free rank.
There is a countable quotient H of G such that for any torsion-free group A,
Ext (A, G) 0 if and only if Ext (A, H) 0.

Proof. Let H be the countable quotient of G given by Corollary 2.5. For any
group A, Ext (A, G) 0 implies Ext (A, H) 0. We shall prove by induction on
\A\ that the converse is also true if A is torsion-free. For countable A this is
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Corollary 2.5. If A is uncountable and Ext (A, H) 0, then by Theorem 3.2(2), A
is the union of a continuous chain {Av | v <cf (k)} of K-generated subgroups such
that Ext(A0, H) 0 and for ail i><cf(fc), Av+xIAv is torsion-free and

Ext(Av+1/Av,H) 0. By induction, Ext(Ao, G) 0 and for ail v<cî(k)9
Ext (Av+1/Av, G) 0; hence (by Theorem 1.2 of [EJ) Ext (A, G) 0.

Remark. As an immédiate conséquence of Corollary 3.5 we obtain Theorem
3.2 for A torsion-free and G any group of countable torsion-free rank (and
arbitrary cardinality) with À co in 3.2(3). This generalizes Theorem 3.4 of [E3].

We can also generalize Shelah's solution of Whitehead's problem in L using
Corollary 2.3.

COROLLARY 3.6 (V L). Suppose that G is a countable torsion-free group
such that for ail primes p, G is not p-divisible. For any group A, if Ext (A, G) 0
then A is free.

Proof. We proceed by induction on the cardinality of A, using Corollary 2.3
and Theorem 3.2(2).

Remark. By [ShJ, Corollary 3.6 is independent of ZFC. Moreover the same
holds for Corollary 3.5 and Theorem 3.2(2) and (3) (see [E3]). We do not know,
however, if Theorem 3.2(1) is independent of ZFC.

The following resuit is related to Corollary 2.5 as Hill's theorem ([Hi]) is

related to Pontryagin's criterion.

THEOREM 3.7 (V L). Let A be a torsion-free group and G a group of
countable torsion-free rank. Suppose A Un<« A» vvhere {An | n<o>} is a chain
of pure subgroups of A such that Ext (An, G) 0 for ail rc < <*>. Then Ext (A, G)
0.

Proof. By Corollary 3.5 we may assume that G is countable. the proof of the
theorem will be by induction on |A|. If A is countable the resuit follows easily
from Corollary 2.7. Suppose now that |A| k>N0. Theorem 3.2(3) and Lemma
3.1(2) and (3) imply that there is a generating élément X of K^iA) consisting of
subgroups H such that for ail n<<*>, Ext (AJ(H D An), G) 0. Moreover by
Lemma 3.1(6) we may assume that for ail HeX and ail n<<o, An +H is pure in
A. Now using the properties of a generating élément we can define by transfinite
induction a continuous ascending chain {Hv \ v < k} of éléments of X such that
Ho 0, A Uv<kHv, and for ail i><fc, |Hv|<k. For ail v<k

HV+JHV U ((Hv+1 HAn)4-Hv)/Hv and ((Hv+1 HAn) + Hv)/Hv
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Hence Ext (((Hv+1flAn) + Hv)/Hv,G) 0 since by choice of X, Ext (AJ(HV H

An), G) 0. Moreover ((Hv+1 H An) + HJ/Hv is pure in HV+JHV since by choice

of X, An+Hv is pure in A. Therefore by inductive hypothesis,
Ext (Hv+1/Hv, G) 0. Since this is true for ail v < k, it follows that Ext (A, G) 0.

This complètes the proof of the theorem.

4. The uncountable case: structure of Ext (A, G)

The aim of this final section is to détermine the torsion-free rank of Ext (A, G)
in the case where A is uncountable torsion-free and G satisfies suitable cardinal-
ity conditions. The results of this section extend those of [H-H-S], when Shelah's
solution of Whitehead's problem in L is taken into account. We do not know,
however, whether our results remain valid without additional axioms of set

theory. We start with

THEOREM 4.1 (V L). Let A be a torsion-free group of uncountable cardi-
nality k and let G be any group of cardinality <k. Suppose that for every
K-generated pure subgroup B of A, Ext (A/B, G) ^ 0. Then the torsion-free rank of
Ext (A, G) is 2K.

To prove this we follow the pattern of the proof of the corfesponding resuit
(Theorem 1) of [H-H-S]. The regular case is an easy conséquence of the

subséquent proposition. Recall that Ext (A, G) can be defined as the quotient
group Fact (A, G)/Trans (A, G), where Fact (A, G) is the abelian group of ail
factor sets on A to G and Trans (A, G) is the subgroup of transformation sets

(see e.g. [Fj, pp. 209-211).

PROPOSITION 4.2 (V L). Let Abea torsion-free group of regular uncountable

cardinality k and let G be any group of cardinality *£k. Suppose that for every

K-generated pure subgroup B of A, Ext (A/JB, G) 5e 0. If Ao is any K-generated pure
subgroup of A, then for every f0 e Fact (Ao, G) there exists a subset {/" | a <2K} of
Fact (A, G) such that

(i) for ail a <2K, f* extends f0;
(ii) for each pair a/ft /a — f& represents an élément of infinité order of

Ext (A, G).

The proof of this proposition is almost identical with that of Proposition 1 in
[H-H-S]. We only hâve to replace the statement "A is free" by "Ext (A, G) 0".
Instead of [E1? Theorem 2.6] we make use of Theorem 1.2 of [EJ. Note that the
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cardinality hypothesis on G is needed in order that Lemma 3 of [H-H-S] can be

applied.
The proof of Theorem 4.1 in case k is singular relies on the above proposition

and

THEOREM 4.3 (V L). Let A be any group of singular cardinality k. Let G
be a group of cardinality À < k and let y be any infinité cardinal < k. Suppose that

every K-generated subgroup B of A contains a y+-generated subgroup C such that C
is pure in B and Ext (B/C, G) 0. Then A contains a y+-generated pure subgroup
C such that Ext (A/C9 G) 0.

Proof. Let 9X be the class of pairs (B, 0) where B is a subgroup of A that
contains a -y+-generated subgroup C such that C is pure in B and Ext (B/C, G)
0. Let $F2 be the class of pairs (B, C) of subgroups of A where C is a non-trivial
pure subgroup of B such that Ext (B/C, G) 0. We show that the class y
^r1U^2 satisfies (HI) and (HII) of Theorem 3.3, assuming that the séquence
{Kt | i<cf (k)} is chosen such that Kt^m3x{cî(k), A, 7}. Condition (HI) is easily
verified by means of the following analogue of Lemma 3.4.

LEMMA 4.4 (V L). Suppose that A and G satisfy the hypothèses of Theorem
4.3. Let B be a subgroup of A of cardinality jx, where max{À, y}^fiL<K. Then
there is a pure subgroup B* of A of cardinality jll such that B* contains B and
Ext (B'/B*, G) 0 for ail subgroups B' 0/ A of cardinality jul that contain B*.

Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 3.4. Supposing that no such B*
exists, we obtain a subgroup B of A of cardinality /ut+ which is the union of a
continuous ascending chain {Bv | v < /ul+} of subgroups of cardinality |x such that
B0 B and for ail v, l^v<fx+, Bv is pure in A and Ext(Bv+1/Bv, G)5*0. By
hypothesis B contains a y+-generated pure subgroup C such that Ext (B/C, G)
0. As \É\ is regular, we may assume that C is contained in Bo; so we hâve

B/C— \Jv<v,+BJC. But then Lemma 1.4 of [E2] yields a contradiction, and our
lemma is proved.

It remains to check (HII). Given Ax ^ A2 in S[+l such that (A2, A1)G^r, we
distinguish the following two cases. First if At ^ 0, we proceed exactly as in the

proof of Theorem 3.2. In the second case, suppose that Ax 0. So (A2, Ax) e &
means that A2 contains a y+-generated pure subgroup C such that
Ext (A2/C, G) 0. Then by Theorem 3.2(3) and Lemma 3.1 there exists a

generating élément X of KX+(A2) consisting of subgroups H of A2 such that
(A2, C+H)g &. Now the winning strategy of player II is to choose Cn e S[ such

that Co contains C and CnnA2GX. This is possible by the assumption on k,.
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Then

(A2+ U CMA^ U Cn) A2/U (CnnA2)
n<to n<o> n<&>

=A2/(c+u (O.nA2)).

But (A2, C + Un<o, (CnnA2)) is in 9? since X is closed under unions of chains; so
indeed (A2+Un<.Q, Ai+Un<«Q)ef.

Therefore by Theorem 3.3 we obtain a continuous chain {Av \ v<<o cf (k)} of
K-generated pure subgroups of A such that A Uv«ocf(K) A,» Ax contains a

Y+-generated pure subgroup C with Ext(AJC, G) 0 and for ail i/, l^i><
cocf(ic), Ext (Av+1/Av, G) 0. Hence we hâve Ext (A/C, G) 0 by Theorem
3.2(2). This complètes the proof of Theorem 4.3.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Clearly 2K is an upper bound for ro(Ext (A, G)). If k is

regular, Proposition 4.2 implies that the quotient group of Ext (A, G) modulo
torsion is of cardinality 2K. Hence in this case 2K is also a lower bound for
ro(Ext (A, G)). Note that for k regular the theorem still holds if the cardinality of
G is k.

Now assume that k is singular. In this case we define by induction a chain of
pure subgroups {Av | i><cf (k)} of A such that

(i) A Uv<cf(K)Av;
(ii) \AV\ is a regular cardinal >max{|G|, |LL<v Aj};
(iii) if C is a |Av|-generated pure subgroup of Av, then Ext (AJC, G)# 0.

The définition of the chain is similar to the one in the proof of Theorem 1 of [H-
H-S]. Instead of Theorem 2 of [H-H-S] we apply our Theorem 4.3, while
condition (iii) is checked by making use of Theorem 3.2(3).

Let Âv Um-<v A^. As in [H-H-S], we deduce from Proposition 4.2 that to
each séquence tj of ordinals of length v with T)(fi,)e2|Avl, jx<i>, a factor set

p e Fact (Âv, G) can be assigned such that
(iv) if £ is an initial segment of tj, then p extends /€ ;

(v) if £?* t] are of the same length v, then /€ — f1 represents an infinité order
élément of Ext (Âv, G).

We conclude that there are rLxcfoo 2|Av' 2K factor sets on A to G which

represent pairwise différent éléments of Ext (A, G) modulo torsion. This
complètes the proof of Theorem 4.1.

THEOREM 4.5 (V L). Let Abea torsion-free group and let G be any group

of countable torsion-free rank such that Ext (A, G)# 0. Suppose that B is a pure
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subgroup of A such that Ext (A/B, G) 0. If B is of minimal cardinality, then

ro(Ext(A,G))^2|B|.

Proof. By hypothesis we hâve Ext (A, G) Ext(B, G). The case where B is

countable is therefore settled by Theorem 2.8. For uncountable B the resuit
follows from Corollary 3.5 and Theorem 4.1.

Remark. The following spécial case of the above theorem is ùnplicit in [N2]: If
A is a torsion-free group and T a torsion group such that Ext (A, T) ^ 0, then
ro(Ext(A, T))^2X°. Note that this does not require V L.

The next two results are immédiate conséquences of Theorem 4.5.

COROLLARY 4.6. (V=X). Let A be torsion-free and let G be countable such

that Ext (A, G) * 0. Then
(a) ro(Ext (A, G)) 2* for some infinité cardinal jx;
(b) ro(Ext(A,G)) |Ext(A,G)|.

COROLLARY 4.7. (V L). Let A be ic-free for some infinité cardinal k and
let G be countable. If Ext (A, G) ^ 0, then ro(Ext (A, G)) 2^ for some

Recall that a group A is called K-free if every K-generated subgroup of A is

free. We already mentioned that the results of this section extend those of
[H-H-S]. Corollaries 4.7 and 4.8 generalize, moreover, Théorème 1 and Corollaire

2 of [Hu], respectively.

COROLLARY 4.8 (V L). Let A be any group and let G be countable. If
Ext (A, G) is nonzero and divisible, then ro(Ext (A, G)) 214 for some infinité ii.

Proof. Clearly we may assume that G is reduced. We consider the exact

séquence

Hom (tA, G) -* Ext (A/tA, G)-^Ext (A, G) -* Ext (tA, G) -* 0.

From Lemma 55.3 of [FJ we know that Ext (tA, G) is reduced. On the other
hand, the hypothesis implies that Ext(fA, G) is divisible; hence Ext(fA, G) 0.

Using Lemma 1.1 we conclude that G is p-divisible for every prime p for which

fpA^O. Therefore we hâve tpG 0 whenever ipA^O. It follows that
Hom (TA, G)=[lp Hom (tpA, tpG) 0. Hence by exactness of the above séquence
<p is an isomorphism. Thus it sufficies to consider the case where A is torsion-free.
But this case has already been settled by Corollary 4.6(a).
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